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I t is February, New Year is already fading and possibly a few of our

good intentions along with it. Some of us make an attempt to improve

ourselves or aspects of our life as each new year starts while others say

it's just “arbitrary” simply another date on the calendar - indeed a

calendar that itself has only existed a few hundred years. This is true, but

arbitrary or not there is a strong need in humans to re-assess occasionally

and since we are guided by time and aware of it constantly then New Year

is just as relevant as starting “on Monday”, or “in the Spring” or “on my

next birthday”. Choosing a time, whatever time it may be, sets the

intentional clock-ticking for a challenge or aspiration. Perhaps New Year

resonates more for some people because after the winter solstice the days

slowly begin to lengthen and Spring beckons from afar.

 In THROB we tend to focus on health and fitness goals that will keep

us well another year, but social goals are as important, perhaps more so

if chronic illness limits mobility. We can keep in touch with friends or

family, in person, by phone or Skype, enjoy hobbies with like-minded

individuals, attend THROB classes, exchange gossip and banter and

support each other through the challenging things that life can throw at

us.  So whether you have set some goals or not, let's not forget it's likely

to be  people not things that keep us happy in 2018.
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EDITORIAL

THROB needs your help. This edition of

THROB NEWS is unusual in that it contains no

notification of future social events and that is

because, for the moment at least, there are none

planned.  The nature of the membership

produces a particular challenge in this respect

as we cover a wide geographical area and have an age range largely

in the “senior” category. The only common denominator is heart

health, thus the planning of events is difficult. We have done coach,

railway and boat trips successfully but repeating  these events can

lead to losing money and although we don't need to make a profit we

aim at least to break even and use funds responsibly. Theatre or show

trips can also be expensive and smaller scale local events is probably

the answer -such as the quiz or a skittles night with only 20-25

people. To that end the committee would appreciate some great

suggestions and are open to consider any ideas that might work well

and provide entertainment and/or education. Do you want “talks” on

topics? Have you skills you'd like to share? Let your imagination

have free rein and please pass an any ideas to Social Secretary

Trevor Smith [07904 169 514] or anyone on the committee. It’s your

organisation so help us to get it working for you.

Roslyn Walters has given us a lovely low-fat recipe for

Coronation Chicken (Page 7) Now that fat is not quite as demonised

as it used to be you could go for the normal mayonnaise, salad cream

and Greek yoghurt options. Either way - enjoy!

Lesley Richards lrichards48@virginmedia.com

N.B. The editorial board reserves the right to decide the

magazine’s content and to amend articles as necessary

What is

Pneumonia?

Pneumonia is a condition of the

lungs that causes inflammation

and irritation. It can cause fluid

and pus to build up in the air sacs

(alveoli) inside the lungs thus in-

terfering with the normal ex-

change of gases. The waste gas,

carbon dioxide (CO2), accumu-

lates in the blood stream resulting

in fever, and difficulty breathing

and in severe cases can end in

death.  Pneumonia is more preva-

lent in winter.

Children and older adults are more

likely to get complications if they

contract pneumonia while in a

younger, healthy person the im-

mune system is usually able to see

off the invading organism.

Nowadays adults over sixty-five

are offered a vaccination to help

them fight bacterial pneumonia

should they become exposed to it.

It’s a one-off vaccination lasting at

least ten years so it’s definitely worth having. This is not the whole story though as there are different types of

pneumonia. More than ninety pneumococcal strains have been identified and the vaccine you are offered will

protect you from between 50-70% of them. However, pneumonia can also be caused by viruses and, less

commonly, fungal infections. Your pneumonia vaccine cannot prevent a viral or fungal pneumonia, so like the

flu vaccine, it’s not foolproof although sometimes there is a perception among patients that if they have the

vaccine they can't get pneumonia. If only life were that simple. Nevertheless, if you are eligible and not sure

if you have had your one-off vaccine then ask your GP or Practice Nurse to check next time you see your doctor.

Normal bronchiole
and alveoli

Pneumonia causes
an accumulation of
fluid in the alveoli
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Scientists have developed a robotic sleeve that

can help hearts pump when they are failing. The

silicone sleeve hugs the outside of the heart and

squeezes it, mimicking the action of cardiac muscle.

The study, published in Science Translational

Medicine [Vol 9, Issue 373 18 January

2017] shows that the concept works on pig

hearts.

Heart Failure is a long-term condition

that gets worse as the heart's ability to pump

blood efficiently around the body gradually

weakens.

Scientists based at Harvard University

and  Boston Children's Hospital say the sleeve

was inspired by the structure of real heart

muscle. The device stiffens or relaxes when inflated

with pressurised air. Fixing it around pig hearts,

scientists found they were able to synchronise the

sleeve with each heart's shape and movements and the

robotic sleeve helped boost the amount of blood being

pumped around the body.

Currently, mechanical devices can be implanted in

the heart to help it pump, but because they are in direct

contact with heart tissue the body can react to them,

leading to the risk of blood clots. Researchers argue

their sleeve could help cut this risk by "hugging" the

outside of the heart rather than being implanted inside.

This research is still at an early stage and

more animal studies followed by human studies

would be needed before it could be used in

patients.

A senior cardiac nurse from the British

Heart Foundation said “We currently don't

have enough hearts available to meet the

needs of those who require a heart

transplant, so we're always looking for

innovative ways to buy time to give people the

best chance possible of receiving a new heart

and a new lease of life. This early research suggests

a novel approach to help support heart function, and it

will be interesting to see if this translates successfully

in human trials in the future."

We don't usually review books in THROB

NEWS but we are always keen to support our own

members and Paul Moore has published this book about

his journey to becoming an airline pilot

and some of the more memorable

moments on the way. Paul initially

started the project a few years ago

writing it as a memoir for his

grandchildren (one of whom drew the

cover) to read in the future but

eventually it morphed into a book and

has now been published by Amazon.

This book makes an interesting read

covering Paul's journey from boyhood

aviation enthusiast to fully-fledged pilot.

For those readers who enjoy the

technical side of things there is plenty of

meat on the bone as Paul was a flight

engineer before he undertook pilot

training. For those, like myself and possibly the

majority of the female sex, there is enough of the behind

the scenes gossip and escapades of pilots and flight

crew to keep you amused if not slightly horrified at

times. Pilots all smoking pipes in the

cockpit- it doesn't bear thinking about

these days! To say that our author got

into some scrapes is an understatement

– but you'll have to read the book to

find out what they were.

Any pilot flying for a good number of

years will have experienced the

occasional emergency or worrying

situation so if flying makes you

nervous you might want to skim a few

paragraphs now and then but clearly

Paul lived to tell the tale.

Now available from Amazon:

Kindle version £4.99

Paperback from 17th March 2018.

Book Review

Robotics To The Rescue

Lesley Richards
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My doctor took one look at my belly and refused to believe that I'm active. So I listed the

exercises I do every day: jump to conclusions, climb the walls, drag my heels, bend over backward,

run around in circles, and put my foot in my mouth regularly.

Before relating this story I need to introduce a

character (John A) who played a major part in the events

of this particular day. He was a fellow evacuee, in the

same class as Eric and me, and of the same age. He had

the reputation of being a ‘wide boy’ as he was adept at

acquiring all sorts of goodies that were in short supply

or almost non-existent in the war, by various illegal or

immoral means. Furthermore, he seemed to be friendly

with all the local girls much to the envy of the rest of the

class, including Eric and me. His attraction for the girls,

we thought, was due to his curly brown hair, his devilish

grin and his jaunty step but, on reflection, it could have

been his access to the ill-gotten goodies which was of

the main interest to them. It was a complete surprise to

both Eric and me when John A approached us at school

to tell us that he would be coming to the next exercise

with the Home Guard on the following Sunday

morning. He had acquired an invitation through the

good offices of his landlady, who was an intimate friend

of the Home Guard sergeant.

At the briefing we learned that the exercise was to

attack an old ruined mansion on a farm South of the

railway station, the attack to be carried out by the town

Home Guard led by their captain (MW). All three of us

evacuees were allocated to a small unit with three

elderly Home Guard men, under the command of a

corporal, a few hundred yards from the target area

alongside a haystack and quite near the farmhouse. We

were ‘In Reserve’ until signalled to join in the attack or

otherwise, if required.

The Home Guard corporal told us to ‘shin up’ the

ladder by the haystack to observe the mansion and the

battle scene, reporting any activity to him. It was a

lovely late summer’s day and all three of us quickly

settled down on top of the haystack whilst the Home

Guard men sat at the base consuming their breakfasts,

provisioned by their wives. With the warmth of the

haystack beneath us and the morning sun above both

Eric and I became quite drowsy and we hardly noticed

John A slip away down the ladder. It transpired that he

had an assignation with the farmer’s buxom daughter

Annie, when he returned with her carrying a tray on

which there were bread rolls and a flagon of rough

cider. Annie, being a helpful and homely girl invited

Eric and me to partake of this unexpected treat, so we

gathered round in a circle and tucked into the feast, not

realising the likely effect of the cider on us.

Suddenly, from the other side of the haystack, the

corporal yelled ‘What’s going on round there lads,

make sure you keep your eyes open, it’s getting near to

zero hour’. Suppressing our laughter, Eric and I took it

in turns to ‘shin up’ the ladder and report any activity,

whilst John A refused to play his part and continued to

‘chat up’ Annie. Unfortunately, as Eric and I changed

watch, our progress up and down the ladder became

more and more hazardous, the effect of the cider on us

multiplied and eventually Eric fell off the ladder half

way down and lay in a heap giggling on the ground with

the ladder on top of him.  Meanwhile, having lost

interest in the unit’s duties completely, John A and

Annie had decided to leave the scene for the privacy of

a neighbouring haystack out of our sight.

As I took up the watch I saw the main attack

FROM OUR WARTIME CORRESPONDENT

In Reserve or Cider with Annie

by Arthur House
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Live in or near Maidenhead and like photography? The

Photographic Angle is a charitable organisation set up to promote

the education of the public in the art and science of photography. It

hosts free exhibitions around the country. There are two coming up

at Bray House, Westcott Way, SL6 3QH

Footprints 17th Feb 2018 - 21st Feb 2018

Viewpoint 16th May 2018 - 20th May 2018

Exhibition open from 10.00 a.m. - 3.00 p.m.

developing and promptly informed the corporal who

rushed around the haystack and snatched the fallen

ladder from Eric, who was sitting slumped against the

haystack still giggling, and climbed up to join me at the

top. The main force, led by MW, was about halfway to

the mansion when they stopped suddenly and turned

around, to view smoke arising from the freshly cut

cornfield behind them. We could sense their indecision

about what action to take when they all turned about and

rushed back towards the fire, dropping their weapons

and removing their jackets in an attempt to extinguish

it. Open mouthed, the corporal and I watched as the

attackers placed their jackets over the smouldering

stubble and stamped on them. They were losing the

battle when, fortunately,  the town’s fire engine

appeared on the scene and quickly dowsed the fire

together with their half burnt jackets   We learnt later

that one of the Home Guard men had accidentally

started the fire by dropping his ‘fag end’ in the stubble

just before the attack.

Adding to the scene, the enraged farmer emerged

from the farmhouse admonishing our corporal  about

the  consequent fire damage and demanding to know the

whereabouts of his daughter Annie. I glanced in the

direction of the adjacent haystack and noticed the figure

of John A disappearing into some nearby bushes whilst

a rather dishevelled Annie was speeding towards the

back door of the farmhouse.

All’s well that ends well!

While on a holiday trip to Singapore, Hong

Kong and Bali we were meeting up with friends Esta

and Kamal in Singapore. Before the likes of internet

sites such as Glasses Direct it was cheaper to get your

glasses made up in Singapore taking your UK

prescription with you. Esta had recommended her

Chinese optician to do this for us and we duly

presented him with my wife’s prescription.

He looked puzzled, turning the prescription over

and over, upside down and sideways.  We were slowly

losing confidence. Eventually, he showed the paper to

my wife asking “Is this your stock number?” at which

point she realised that the green piece of paper, though

resembling the prescription, was in fact a receipt from

John Lewis for fish knives and forks!

Not to be defeated the optician said not to worry “I

will measure your eyes.” Off they trot and this time I

was impressed as within a minute they were back.

Unfortunately she was wearing her contact lenses and

apparently, even after taking them out, it takes an hour

or so for the eyes to re-adjust. With great persistence,

so as not to be defeated, the optician suggested that we

pop back to the hotel and get an existing pair of glasses

and he would take the prescription from them. Duly

done we returned after three days to pick up two pairs

of glasses at a fraction of the UK price.

S P E C S

B Y
M I K E

C L A R K E

R A G T R V X

U W C D F H L O

M N B F Z T B C Y S Q

Photographic Exhibitions
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Walking is important for everyone whether or

not one has had a cardiac event. It is great for

maintenance of good health and is promoted by health

professionals and fitness trainers alike. We have heard

the message many times but in this issue it is not simply

the “doing” of the walking but the “how” of the walking

that I wish to highlight.  What if we could get even more

benefit from our walking simply by concentrating on

some good technique?

I confess that I am a fair weather walker. The cold

winter winds are enough to keep me firmly indoors

when the weather is inclement.  So if I do venture out

either for a purposeful short walk or merely to go

shopping I have recently been focusing my attention on

how I am walking – and finding that it can make a huge

difference to the way all my muscles respond and

indeed how my posture is maintained.

I have written before about the tendency to gradually

lose flexibility of hips and knees as we get older

resulting in a slower and more restricted gait that

increases the tendency to shuffling and hence falling.

Good walking technique can help prevent or slow this.

Unless you are totally immobile you will be doing

some walking each day, even if its just around the

house. However limited your current distance is it can

still benefit from a bit of focused attention. And for

those of you who are already average-to-good walkers

an improved technique can bring enormous benefits.

Pay attention to your feet. Walking involves muscles

that are much higher up than the feet but even if you do

nothing more than improve your foot strike you will

automatically have had an impact on the muscles of the

leg and hip. So, here are some pointers.

Keeping your usual pace and not attempting to

over-stride, notice if you are making a good heel strike

rather than placing the foot flat.

When the heel hits the ground allow the whole

foot to roll forwards as if it is unfolding and try to be

aware of each part of the sole as the movement

continues to the toes.

Try to feel every toe as it makes contact with

the ground. At the end of that movement the foot is

ready to push off from the ground with the toes.

With a decent push from the toes the ankle joint

is “opened” which leads to an activation of muscles in

the leg thus helping to propel the body forward.

Then the whole thing is repeated with the other

leg. It happens quite fast obviously so it takes a while to

notice all the little nuances but you will, in a very short

space of time, notice the impact on your leg muscles

and hence the greater amount of stability and fitness

you can acquire quite rapidly.

The exception to the rule.  You may remember

from the last winter issue, a strong heel strike is NOT

good technique on icy surfaces.  Under those conditions

a carefully placed flat foot is safer.

There will be more about improving walking

technique in the next issue.

          Contact phase       Midstance phase       Propulsive

phase

Walk The Walk

Lesley Richards

My husband went to the Cardiology Department after experiencing the symptoms of a

heart attack. “I had taken our cat to the vet” he told the nurse, “and while I was there

my chest got tight and I had trouble breathing.” The nurse was clearly concerned. “So”,

she asked, “how was the cat?”
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I suspect the majority of

THROB members have experienced

angiography and so may find the

history of this procedure interesting.

Bladder catheterisation, using

metal pipes, was documented as early

as 3000 BC, but it was not until 1711 that cardiac

catheterisation was first carried out - on a horse. Further

experiments on animals were carried out during the

1800s, but the first documented human cardiac

catheterisation was recorded in 1929.

 It would seem that many of our medical pioneers

were 'mavericks' by nature and a young surgeon,

Werner Forssmann, was no exception. While working

in a small hospital in Eberswald Germany he

anaesthetised his own right elbow and inserted a

urethral catheter  into his antecubital vein.

It’s worth mentioning that his female assistant only

agreed to help him if he performed this first procedure

on her and not himself. However, he managed to trick

her by strapping her to a surgical table and pretending

to inject local anaesthetic in her arm! By the time she

realised what was happening he had done the procedure

on himself - but she did nevertheless agree to

accompany him down to the X-ray room in the

basement, he with the catheter dangling from his arm.

There, under the guidance of a fluoroscope, he

advanced the catheter the full sixty centimetres into his

right ventricular cavity. This was then recorded on

X-ray film showing the catheter lying in his right

atrium.

The head clinician, although initially very annoyed,

recognized  the importance of Werner's discovery when

shown the X-rays and allowed Forssmann to carry out

another catheterisation on a terminally ill woman whose

condition improved after being given drugs via this

route.

An unpaid position was created for Forssmann at

the Berliner Charité Hospital, working under Ferdinand

Sauerbruch, however he was dismissed by Sauerbruch

for continuing his experimental work without prior

approval. Forssmann continued to test catheterisation

using dogs and it is alleged that he only stopped self-

experimentation when he had used all his veins.

WWII interrupted his medical career and although

he worked as an army surgeon he was captured and

became a POW in the United States.  On his release it is

reported that he became a lumberjack! Eventually

though he found his way back to medical practice in

Germany despite a record of having being fired several

times from surgical posts due to his renegade approach.

Finally Forssmann became a country doctor, but

received his rightful due when he was awarded a Nobel

Prize in 1956.  This was shared with two doctors who,

in 1941, had used the cardiac catheter as a diagnostic

tool to measure cardiac output.

What changes there have been since then, and how

lucky patients are today to have benefited from those

brave, if at times foolhardy, pioneers whose work has

resulted in the angiography techniques we have now.

Before Their Time

Pioneers who made important discoveries long before

modern medicine existed

4. WERNER FORSSMANN

Roger Mills & Lesley Richards

MethodCoronation Chicken
from

Roslyn Walters

2 tbs Light/Extra Light

mayonnaise

2 tbs Light/Extra Light

salad cream

2 tbs low-fat Greek yoghurt

2/3 tsp apricot jam or

marmalade

A good shake of

Worcestershire sauce

Mild curry powder - 2/3

tsp or to taste

Cooked chicken - chopped

Optional - cooked ham or

bacon for extra flavour

Beat all the sauce ingredients together – taste –

add more curry powder if necessary and beat

again

Chop up boned chicken and bacon/ham and

add to sauce.

Leave in fridge to marinate a little if you have

time

Serve with a side salad

Ingredients
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 On Friday 8th December some twenty-four members, partners

and instructors from the Maidenhead Magnet Leisure Centre exercise

group, clad in Christmas jumpers and party hats, met at Stafferton Lodge

on the Braywick Road for their Christmas meal to celebrate another year of

membership of THROB. They all said what a great time they had and were

looking forward to next year.

Christmas Lunch

 www.myrepro.co.uk/

Lynn Warner (Chairman)
07956 848 986

Wendy Sivyer (Secretary)
01344 890 716

Keith Jarvis (Treasurer)
01189 785 838

Sid Barker (Webmaster)
01628 625 823

David Grant (Membership)
01628 627 029
heartrehab@gmx.com

Sarah Hill
07876 586 445

Kevin Johnson (Trustee)
07966 295 873

Trevor Smith (Social Secretary)
07904 169 514

THROB COMMITTEE
THROB Exercise Classes

Crown Wood Community Centre

Monday  10 - 11 a.m.

Friday 10 - 11 a.m.

Carnation Hall Ascot

Monday 6.30 - 7.30 p.m.
Tuesday 5.15 - 6.15 p.m.  (Full)
Thursday 5.30 - 6.30 p.m.
Friday 8 - 9 a.m.  (Full)

United Reformed Church Hall

Burnham

Tuesday 4.45 - 5.45 p.m.

Tuesday 5.45 - 6.45 p.m.

Windsor Leisure Centre

Monday 1.30 - 2.30 p.m.

Tuesday 10.45 - 11.45 a.m.

Tuesday 5 - 6 p.m.

Friday 11-12 noon

Magnet Leisure Centre

Monday 8 - 9 a.m.
Wednesday 8 - 9 a.m.
Thursday 8 - 9 a.m.

Langley Leisure Centre

Tuesday 8 - 9 a.m.

Thursday  8 - 9 a.m.

Friday 8 - 9 a.m.

Friday 9.15 - 10 a.m. (Aqua)

Woodlands Park

Thursday 12 - 1 p.m.

Lodden Valley Leisure Centre

Lower Earley

Tuesday 11.00 - 12.00 noon

Many years ago THROB kindly

bought a pack of resuscitation dummies

for me to use when teaching CPR. This

was part of my job but since I retired the

equipment remains in my garage. THROB does not require it any longer

so if any person or organisation could make use of five resuscitation

dummies (plastic heads and torsos + t-shirts)   conveniently packed in a

large, lightweight grip-bag, then they are yours free of charge. Let me

know: lrichards48@virginmedia.com 07948 895 366. A donation to

THROB funds would be appreciated.

    Lesley Richards

Stayin’ alive
   Stayin’ alive

DID YOU KNOW?

 The adult h
eart

pumps

approximately 2,000

gallons of b
lood

each day.


